INVEST IN HUMANITY

October 26-28 th , 2021
King Abdulaziz International Conference Center
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

WORLD-LEADING SUMMIT ON THE FUTURE OF
GLOBAL INVESTMENT FOR HUMANITY
In January 2021, the Future Investment Initiative Institute hosted a hybrid virtual and physical gathering of CEOs and policymakers to celebrate
a neo-renaissance of the global economy. Now, as our new collective future begins to take shape, it is more important than ever for this
community to organize around the central challenge of our time — how to Invest in Humanity.
For many at the top of the economic pyramid, the pandemic unleashed new sources of wealth and economic growth. For others, it brought
widespread social and economic challenges. Structural inequalities between rich and poor and developed and emerging economies are
unsustainable. How can leaders from business and government leverage the transformations of the past year to ensure progress, prosperity,
and opportunity for all? Join us to participate in shaping a prosperous, sustainable future for Humanity.

ABOUT FII INSTITUTE
FII Institute is a new-generation nonprofit foundation where the pledge is Action and the agenda is Humanity.

VISION

MISSION

Empower the world’s brightest minds to shape a brighter
future for all, with all.

Curate and enable ideas to solve the world’s most urgent
challenges through advanced and sustainable technologies.

FII Institute has four main focus areas:

Healthcare

Sustainability

AI

Robotics

Leverage new dynamic
applications of technology
to disrupt the traditional
healthcare industry

Deploy technologies to ensure
development meets the
needs of the present while
considering needs of future
generations

Teach machines to identify
patterns, paving the way to a
wider range of globally-relevant
solutions

Design, construct & operate
robots & computer systems
based on their control, sensory
feedback & information
processing

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
FII Institute is governed by an independent board of trustees made up of civic leaders, entrepreneurial pioneers and noted academicians,
entrusted with guiding and empowering the Institute to achieve its mandate from strong ESG foundations, in service of Humanity.
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AN INFLUENTIAL COMMUNITY OF
GLOBAL INVESTORS AND INNOVATORS

CEOs

Heads of
State

Policymakers

Leaders in
Finance
and
Investment

Heads of
Multilateral
Institutions

Founders
and
Entrepreneurs

Technology
Pioneers

Experts from
Universities
and
Think Tanks

Futurists,
Scientists,
and
Visionaries

A SERIES OF HIGH-LEVEL MEETINGS
TO INVEST IN HUMANITY

January 2021

September 2021

October 2021

FII 4th Edition
The Neo-Renaissance

FII @ United Nations
General Assembly

FII 5th Edition
Invest in Humanity

THREE-DAY PROGRAM
The Future Investment Initiative is a platform driven by expert-led debates, discussions, and partnerships among the world’s most
influential leaders in business and government. For the past five years, the FII community has shaped the future of global investment
through an interactive program featuring conversations with global leaders, executive roundtables, and networking among CEOs and
policymakers.
It is organized around the priorities of FII Institute and pillars shaping the future of global business and investment.

EQUALITY

INGENUITY

SCALABILITY

Investing in equal access to
resources and opportunities

Creative capital to bring
the future forward

Advancing technologies to
solve global challenges

A CONSTELLATION OF VITAL CONVERSATIONS
Multiple stages and venues organized around issues and trends at the forefront of global investment.

Sustainable renaissance:

G20 call to action:

Power centers:

Climate tech:

Future of cookies:

How to invest in humanity

How can the world unite
around the Sustainable
Development Goals?

The public-private dilemma

Investing to protect people
and planet

A blueprint for tech policy
and data privacy

Network effects:

Science in action:

Up in the air:

Digital doctors:

Investing in green hydrogen

Investing in medical
innovations

The future of humanity:

ESG 2.0:

The great rebalancing:

Will gene editing end disease
and rewrite the code of life?

Developing metrics and
processes to drive widespread
adoption of sustainable business

Investing in equality

Stories from the future:

The great acceleration:

The next revolution in machine
learning

Investing in quantum
computing and exponential
technologies

Temperature check:

Investing in digital finance

Investing in the circular
economy

Investing in green initiatives

Warning signs:

Postcards from the future:

How investment in AI can
stop the next pandemic

Investing in sustainable tourism

The new age of
automation:

A new era of dynamism:

Investing in space:

Investing in SMEs

Can nations work together to
conquer the final frontier?

Organizing humans and
machines around the new
world of work

INTERACTIVE SUMMITS

Investing in
Health

Investing in
Education

Investing in
the Metaverse

Investing
in ESG

Investing in
Water

Frameworks to optimize
food security, physical
and mental health, and
wellness.

Educational technologies to
develop the next generation
of innovators, entrepreneurs
and global citizens

Augmented reality, AI,
blockchain and other advanced
technologies to create
functioning digital worlds

New ways to measure and
support critical sustainability
efforts inside companies
and governments

Sustainable frameworks
to save the world’s most
valuable resource

IMPACTS
Interactive programming co-curated by Institute partners

Remote

Environment

Crypto

Venture

Scaling technologies to
advance connectivity and
teamwork

Business and policy
frameworks to achieve
net zero carbon emissions

Risks and opportunities of
decentralized finance

Investing in companies for
growth, profit, and impact

Games

Tech policy

Telemedicine

Youth

Omnichannel engagement
with sport and entertainment

Governance to support
innovation and protect privacy

Optimizing healthcare systems
for precision, accessibility,
and customization

How new generations are
shaping business, politics,
work, life, and leisure

Supply chains

Hacking

DEI

Transport

Digital and physical
infrastructure to support
the next wave of global
commerce

Advanced cybersecurity for a
fully digital world

Policies and investments to
promote diversity, equity, and
inclusion

Technologies and systems to
enable the future of mobility
and urbanization

Retail

Defense

Tourism

Leadership

Interactive commerce for
the post-Covid world

Innovations driving the future
of safety and national security

Business and leisure travel for
a sustainable world

Recruiting and managing a
healthy, productive workforce

For more information, please visit our website: www.fii-institute.org
@FIIKSA

Future Investment Initiative

FII Institute

#IMPACTONHUMANITY #CALLTOIMPACT #AGENDAHUMANITY

